pfSense - Bug #6672
CSR missing OU, same with internal certs missing OU
08/02/2016 03:43 PM - JohnPoz _

Status:

Resolved

Start date:
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Due date:

Assignee:
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% Done:
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Category:
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Target version:

2.3.2-p1

Affected Version:

All

Affected
Architecture:

Description
Seems Org is there but Org Unit is missing. This is required by many CAs
See thread here
https://forum.pfsense.org/index.php?topic=116237.0
I created a test csr to see if just not on the gui but blank or default info was being listed in the actual csr, but its just not there.
Associated revisions
Revision 1ea1b228 - 08/03/2016 09:47 AM - Jim Pingle
Add a field to CA/Cert pages for OU, which is required by some external CAs and users. Fixes #6672

Revision da0f70ed - 08/03/2016 09:48 AM - Jim Pingle
Add a field to CA/Cert pages for OU, which is required by some external CAs and users. Fixes #6672

Revision b8332deb - 08/03/2016 09:48 AM - Jim Pingle
Add a field to CA/Cert pages for OU, which is required by some external CAs and users. Fixes #6672

History
#1 - 08/03/2016 09:46 AM - Jim Pingle
- Category set to Certificates
- Status changed from New to Assigned
- Assignee set to Jim Pingle
- Target version set to 2.3.2-p1
- Affected Version changed from 2.3.2 to All

Looks like an easy fix for this missing field. I have a patch I'm testing that adds an optional OU field, works OK to leave it blank or to add it in, only
adds the OU to the subject when it's defined.

#2 - 08/03/2016 10:00 AM - Jim Pingle
- Status changed from Assigned to Feedback
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset 1ea1b228285dfa60da6732eba54dc03b932eb92f.

#3 - 08/03/2016 10:37 AM - Jim Pingle
- Status changed from Feedback to Resolved
- % Done changed from 100 to 0
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Works for me, also works for the original reporter on the forum. Closing out.
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